Stringed Things

Replacing a tremolo

D

isclaimer time: I am not an expert in guitar repair
or modification. This was the first time I have
replaced a tremolo. Undoubtedly, mistakes were
made, even though I was satisfied with the outcome.
Your mileage may vary. I suggest you read many articles and/or
view many videos on the Internet to get more information about
how to do this. Your method may turn out to be a combination of
methods.
This white partscaster was bought by me at a second-hand
store for $100, including a used hardshell case. It apparently
was someone’s project guitar. The neck is a WD, which costs
more than I paid for the guitar and case! The bridge pickup
was not original and I suspect the tremolo unit is not original.
That’s because a standard threaded tremolo bar would not fit
into it. I tried a push-in bar, but that didn’t work either. Not
wanting to go on a hunt for the correct tremolo bar, I decided
to replace the tremolo. The replacement was a black, six-screw
unit that I bought on ebay. I get a lot of guitar parts by doing
the search “guitar parts from china.” The quality of the parts
is not top of the line, but if you want top of the line, buy a
brand name from a dealer – and there’s nothing wrong with
that.
Here’s the patient, laid out on my work table on top of

The picture below and at left shows the tremolo unit
before replacement. There is some wear on the saddles and
some rust.
In the picture at right, I loosened the “claw” screws so the
springs would be easier to replace later.
Off came the strings and I unscrewed the tremolo unit.

A tale of two tremolos: the one on the left is what was in
the guitar when I got it. Note that the block is much larger
and more substantial than the one on the right, which is
the replacement unit. The old one likely has better tone and
sustain than the newer one. But still, I will proceed with the
new one.
Here are all of the parts that came with the new unit. I’ll

the carpet-like work blanket. It does not suspect that it soon
will have major surgery!

use everything except the claw and the claw screws.
I small T-R-O-U-B-L-E!! The holes do not line up. I
goofed. I bought a tremolo unit
with different spring spacing
than the one that was in the
guitar. However, it can be fixed.
Ah, yes, a high-tech solution
to the problem. I glued toothpicks into the holes to fill them.
A flush cut saw will be used
to trim off the toothpicks when

the glue is dry.
I was careful to center the
new unit and keep it centered
as I installed the screws. I did
not screw them all of the way
in. Later, I would tighten the

two outer
screws all of
the way.
At
above right,
the image
shows the
new springs
after I had
installed
them. It
is very
frustrating
to me to do
this. I used a set of needle-nose pliers and the side of a screwdriver to somehow get them in place.
I screwed the claw springs in by about 1/4 of an inch.

The picture at right
shows the height adjustment allen wrench. Before
I got to this point, I installed a new set of strings.
There is a balancing act
between the tension of
the guitar strings and the
tension of the claw springs.
I twisted the tuning pegs
just enough to get tension
on the strings. Then I
screwed in the claw springs
about 1/8 of an inch. Then I tuned the strings to pitch.
I tightened the claws just a bit more to give the tremolo
bar the tension that I wanted. This meant
re-turning. Then, it was time to adjust
the height of the screws. It is beyond my
current skill set and tool inventory to
do a proper setup. So, I did a “ballpark”
setup – getting it close to acceptable. I can
always take it to a tech for a full setup.
I lowered all of the saddles, making the
outside saddles a bit lower to simulate the
arc of the fingerboard. I played the guitar
and it seemed OK.
Setting intonation is beyond my skill set and tool inventory, so again I went for the ballpark method. For each string,
I tuned it. Then, I played the overtone at the 12th fret. To
play an overtone, I place one finger lightly on the string at the
12th fret. Then, I play the string with the other hand. I try to
time it so that I pull my finger off of the string just a split-second after I play it. That should sound an overtone. It took me
a fair bit of practice to be able to
to do it.
My tuner showed either
sharp or flat for the string,
usually flat. I used a Fishman
clip-on tuner. The pros use
strobe tuners. If the pitch is
flat, you need to shorten the
distance between the nut and saddle. Turn the adjusting screw
in whatever direction moves the saddle closer to the nut. It
now becomes a matter of trial and error to get it right. It can
be frustrating. And, because of my lack of experience doing
setups and my lack of a strobe tuner, I don’t know how close
I will get. Still, I don’t have any
arena gigs on the schedule, so
I guess I’ll be all right.
Anyway, I finished all of
that to the best of my ability.
Lo and behold, I have a guitar
with a new tremolo that I can
actually use!

